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Connor Pearson "Free Fall feat. D.R.A.M."
Premieres Today

VIA RED BULL SOUND SELECT

 

Rising artist Connor Pearson is a 20-year-old vocalist and multi-instrumentalist whose
electronic R&B sound was refined in the unlikely rural setting of Clackmannanshire,
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Scotland. Today Red Bull Sound Select has the official stream of "Free Fall feat.
D.R.A.M." and Zane Lowe premiered the track on his Beats 1 show. "Free Fall feat.
D.R.A.M." was produced by Doc McKinney. Fader called it "the perfect listless come-
hither song."

LISTEN TO "FREE FALL FEAT D.R.A.M." - CLEARED TO POST

The track will be released as a two-song digital single on October 14th, which will feature
a second track, "That Way."
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"Free Fall feat. D.R.A.M" was partly inspired by Pearson's first trip to the States last year
where he was introduced to Doc. The two immediately headed into The Little Big Room
studios (Eminem, Michael Jackson) and wrote and recorded both songs.

The experience was overwhelming for Connor, who had previously only ever sang live in
front of one other person. "The new setting in LA, with sunshine, surrounded by all the
awards hanging in the studio and working with the legendary Doc McKinney definitely
inspired the instrumentation in the song," said Pearson.

Pearson's passion for music began at the age of 8 on traditional bagpipes, he moved
onto guitar by the age of 10, and eventually focused in on his current sound while
studying music production at school. He came onto the international scene after
collaborating with college classmate Sam Gellaitry. The pair posted "Retaliate" on
SoundCloud, which flagged their talent to Soulection co-founder Joe Kay, who curated
them into the Red Bull Sound Select program.

ABOUT RED BULL SOUND SELECT:
Red Bull Sound Select is an accelerator for music artists. We support them by
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collaborating on ambitious projects and ideas; using the strength of our global network
together with a collective of artists, creatives and events to accelerate their growth. The
network consists of 18 city residencies, 200+ events each year, 250+ artists, 50 partners
and a growing list of our own festivals like 30 Days and 3 Days in Miami.

Red Bull Sound Select has released several two-song digital singles from its top hand-
picked artists throughout 2016, many of whom are performing at 30 Days in LA this year:

Gallant's Skipping Stones featuring Jhené Aiko
Race Banyon's What Are We Doing featuring Ty Dolla $ign
Povi's Park Hill featuring ILOVEMAKONNEN
River Tiber's Illusions featuring Pusha T (produced by River Tiber, KAYTRANADA &
Doc McKinney) 
Mick Jenkins' Drowning featuring BADBADNOTGOOD
Finding Novyon's I Can't Lose produced by Sonny Digital

FOLLOW CONNOR PEARSON:

INSTAGRAM
FACEBOOK

TWITTER
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